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Thanks to John Chie and Roger Holly for rolling the field.
Thanks to Dave Albin for installing the Windsocks on the Shelter.

MRCA meeting minutes Monday April 1st 2013 .
Meeting was called to order:
There were 12 members present.
Treasurer’s report:
Starting Balance
$3190.28
Expenses
$
0.00
Income
Dues
$ 440.00
Late Dues
$ 00.00
Donation
$ 00.00
Current Balance
$3630.28
It was moved and seconded to accept the Treasurer’s report.
Mark has not seen the AMA dues bill yet, he is going to check with Stephan.
OLD Business:
§ John – Belt needs to be replaced on the brush hog, it is splitting.
§ I am in contact with Walt Trancygier on access to our current web site. Also the name of
Duane Cougar was mentioned. I will try to investigate.
§ We will have a BBQ grill (gas) at the field. It will be chained to the pavilion. Bring your hot
dogs and hamburgers!!!
§ There has been some logging in the trees behind the field, which has left the road in a bit
of a mess. Currently pretty muddy. Condition and remedies to be determined as Spring

progresses.
The Milan Fair committee has informed Mark that the railroad will not allow us to fly over
the tracks. This could be a major hindrance to us participating. No further information at
present.
§ Pylon Racing was discussed again, highlights:
o Parkzone T-28 Trojan
§ Mark assembled and flew his plane. Made no modifications, plane flew well.
o Racing
§ One night a week (to start) maybe Wednesday or Thursday.
§ A Saturday session may be necessary.
NEW Business:
o Fun Fly dates tentatively set:
§ First, Sunday June 2nd. Backup; Saturday June 8th. Note: Milan fair is June
1st.
§ Second, Saturday September 14th. Backup; Sunday September 15th.More
discussion on pylon racing.
o There was a discussion on changing our dues to being from June to June rather than
January to January. It was decided to leave them as is for the time being, and keep
the late dues policy in effect.
§

Next meeting, Monday May 6th, will be at the field. Bring your flying gear!!!!
The meeting was adjourned.
I have taken the greatest effort to make the meeting minutes as accurate as I can. Errors and
omissions are unintended and will be corrected if you notify me.
Michael Brown
Secretary
Brownm3@yahoo.com

MRCA Calender 2013
Monday May 6th . Next Meeting will be at the Field.
7:00pm.
Tentative dates for fun Fly.
Sunday June 2nd .Back up date. Saturday June 8th.
Saturday September 14th. Backup; Sunday
September 15th

Space/Aviation History images of the month
Launch Complex 14 at Cape Canaveral
Then and now by Robert Throne

View of Launch Complex 14 with preparations underway for the MA-9 (Mercury Atlas -9)
mission of Gordon Cooper. May 1963.

Two images I captured in March 2013 of Complex 14 now. Note the parking spaces for the
Mercury astronauts. Only the block house and ramp to the pad survive to this day and Complex
14 is registered as a historic landmark.

This is a facts sheet on Complex 14 on display at the Air Force missile
Museum at Port Canaveral

I need material for upcoming Newsletters. Your build projects,
Photos, historical info etc.
Please send to Robert Throne.
rbthrone@comcast.net

Progress on the T&J Models Waco YMF-5

Robert Throne.

Most of the construction is complete but a lot of covering to do yet.
Covering will be Ultracote and yes, like the Weddell Williams the cowl and
wheel pants will also be covered. No Panting! Jim Young has been very
helpful with instructions on how to cover complex compound curves and I
have included his instructions on how to get the best results with this
technique. It does take some practice. Power for the Waco is a Hacker A3010XL with a 3s Battery. 45” span.

Covering Compound Curves by Jim Young
For covering the wheel pants, or any compound curved surface, always start in the middle. Cut the
covering oversize so you have something to grab on to. I typically use just an iron set on high heat
(assuming you are using Monocote, and not econocote). Starting on the inside of the wheel pant,
iron down the covering near the front. Next, stretch the covering (no heat) across the wheel pant
and iron it down at the rear. There should be a big wrinkle across the wheel pant. Now, stretch the
covering to the top and pull out the wrinkle as much as possible and iron it down. Do the same to the
bottom. Now, start in the middle and working out, iron down the covering. As you are working keep
pulling the covering out as you iron it down.
Now when the covering starts to bunch up, stretch the covering so it is not pulled down on the
pant and apply the iron. You should feel the covering stretch and the wrinkles will disappear.
Immediately pull the covering down on the pant and hold it while it cools. Repeat this last procedure to
finish of one half of the pant. Cover past the halfway point so you can overlap the covering form the
other side.
The last tip is when overlapping the seam, the inside covering has been stretched and will try to
creep back and wrinkles will creep back in. So, you need to be careful with the heat when overlapping.
Try to apply heat to the covering while it is pulled up, and then lay it down over the seam. Also, after
trimming the seam, switch to lower heat if you need to touch it up.

